[A] OHS Program and Aspects that must meet
Questions
1

Did your company develop an OHS program?

2

Is the OHS program you own workplace specific?
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Is the OHS program you own effective and receive a top
management support?
Is worker involvement essential in implementing your OHS
program?
Is the responsibility of the OHS designated to a specific person(s)
and is shared to all managers and supervisors?
Is the OHS program written and documented and properly linked?
Does the OHS program address the health and safety of
subcontractors and their workers?
Is the OHS program effectively communicated with all
employees? How?
While you are implementing the OHS program, do you put in your
consideration the adaptation, evaluation, and enhancement of the
OHS system to make the workplace safer?
COMMENTS

[B] Commitment of Top Management
Questions
1

Is there an OHS policy? Is it reviewed and approved from the top
management?

2

Is there a written OHS Objectives and Targets?
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6

Is there a written plans containing OHS Objectives which
showing duties, responsibilities, criteria, specifications, and
expectations during achieving the OHS objectives throughout the
entire company?
Does top management support OHS policy through investing
effort, time, and money?
Does top management support OHS objectives and targets
through developing an effective system for training and
accountability, and keep monitoring the rate of objectives and
targets achievement?
Does top management support the OHS rules through insisting
on educating employees on those rules at all company levels,
and providing the employees with the appropriate tools for
compliance?

7- Do managers and supervisors personally adhere to safety rules?
8) Do Managers participate in safety training?
9) Do managers establish positive relationships with their followers?
10) Do managers care about employees’ safety and success on the job?

[C] Labor & Management Accountability

1) How does top management establish clear standards to enforce safety?
2) Does top management provide resources to achieve these standards? How?
3) How can top management measure performance against theses standard?
4) Describe how does top management apply accountability throughout the
company?
5) What are the responsibilities assigned for line managers?
6) What are the responsibilities assigned for safety committee?
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